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The Silver Bomb is not a book about some predictive financial philosophy, but rather a frank,

no-excuses glimpse at the current state of things, and an honest, candid, look at logical outcomes.

The prestidigitations of central banking, which have until recently been shielded from scrutiny by a

cloak of pro-banking cultural bias, are laid bare within these pages. Intimidating and complex

financial and historical connections, no matter how deep down the rabbit hole they first may seem to

be, are plainly exposed by the application of good strong light and close inspection. Formerly

unquestioned fiat currency (money backed by nothing) and fractional reserve banking policies and

their inevitable and historical results are brought out in the open and revealed. The

truth-is-stranger-than-fiction world of manipulation of the precious metals markets is opened up so

that all may see inside. The focus of this book is not to persuade anyone that all of this has

happened, or that it continues to happen. What is revealed here is that it is occurring in conjunction

with other events of human history to create a never seen before eventÃ¢â‚¬â€•the inevitable

explosion of The Silver Bomb. And most importantly, practical actions and solutions are offered

which will help the reader prepare for what is already upon the horizon, the end of paper money

backed by nothing, and the return to metal as money. In these fiscally turbulent days, many

investment direction seekers are looking precisely for the information contained in this book to help

them in their understanding of what happened to the dollar, what is currently happening to silver and

to gold, and how to hedge the smart way.
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Co-author Michael MacDonald is a precious metals analyst, writer and the founder of Wholesale

Gold Group. Co-author Christopher Whitestone is a financial writer, entrepreneur and the Vice

President Of Wholesale Gold Group.

This book was a decent read. It was a little slow moving in the beginning for me (thus the 3 stars)

with a long narrative on the history, etc. and then about 2/3 of the way into the book it got into what I

thought the book was going to actually be about. But then the rest was a very quick read (a little too

quick). A bit oddly put together at times as well, but certainly chocked full of information. I enjoyed

reading this book and would do so again as there is a ton of info. in here (especially if you want

more history). If you are thinking about the future and evaluating gold and silver, then this is a good

book to read, (but not as good as Maloney's "Guide to Investing in Gold and Silver") Read both, but

if you only have time or money to buy one, buy Maloneys.

The authors present a factual account of the obvious dire financial situation that the western powers

that shouldn't be PTSB are in. It is no secret, and furthermore reinforces the ambitions of anyone

who is aware of this looming event. For those who have been paying attention, this is a must read!

For those still lulled by the daily devaluation of fiat currency, and the accompanying bread and

circus of media interests, this book will simply be ignored in favor of the "all is well" attitude. Make

no mistake metal as money is at the door. You have no further to look than the actions of China and

their Russian allies in their motives to dump the worthless dollar as yesterdays world reserve

currency.

In my opinion, there is really nothing new here that hasn't already been published elsewhere,

countless times over. However, that said, it would be good reading for any first time readers on the

subject of the history of money / currencies / politics and the role precious metals have played in the

past as well as what is coming in regards to them. For those "NEW" to this subject then I

recommend it.

This book condenses much of the information in "The Creature From Jekyll Island," and adds some

important information. At around 180 pages, it is a quick read. It is well-written, although I did find a

number of editing issues. However, these do not detract from the content. If you are interested in

where and why our economy is likely headed, and what steps you might consider taking to

safeguard your finances, this is a must-read.



Great text for beginner or the expert investor who see the coming dollar collapse. Stating that there

is an imediate need to put some of your hard earned income into a PHYSICAL form of savings that

will increase with the money printing inflation of the Federal Reserve. Silver offers no 2nd or 3rd

party contingantcy, whether its a bank or a brokerage that is your way to invenst in stocks, ect. If a

bank were to collapse, ie; Bear Sterns, MF Global, Cypress 'Bail-in', not to mention all the 495

banks that have closed since 2008, which are smaller local banks that don't get the national news

coverage. I would highly recommend that everyone run out and put some worthless paper currency

into some hard, honest money of gold or SILVER.....if all these people are wrong its just becomes a

PHYSICAL savings account. If they are right the silver becomes a financial lifesaver.

I have just finished The Silver Bomb: The End of Paper Wealth is Upon Us. This is a remarkably

well written book about the machinations of the financial world and the inevitable failure of the

Western financial system and its fatally flawed philosophy towards wealth and security. It is

designed much in the style of apolegetic writing. It starts with a clear premise and winds its way

through the financial history of the western world from the upstart of Mecantilism of the Middle Ages

to the Capitalist Cronyism of today. The book is filled with sustantiatable facts and never wavers

from its path. It eloquently and decisively builds a near irrefutable case for why the silver bomb

exists and what we are up against. The book is not as I had half expected--some self-aggrandizing,

blithering, alarmist infomercial about silver. It is a very sobering, well-documentetd view of some

very frightening truths behind how we in the West have done business and have allowed ourselves

be subjugated economically through secrecy, complacency, and downright deception. The book is

easy to read, intelligent,thoughtful,and actually possesses a strong academic feel that reinforces its

premise of the undeniable and inherent failure of fiat currency systems.

Read me and buy Silver now... The fuse burns lower by the day. The reality of the Chinese precious

metal grab is now being amplified by a growing metals grab in the West... Together the demand is

nearing the point of sinking the manipulating banks, you and yours will be affected. If you

understand the Silver Bomb now, you may be one of the last ones to make it into the money metal

life raft.

I found "The Silver Bomb" helpful and worth my time. I was looking for current information and

recommendations, so I skipped around but ended up reading the whole book. The first chapter is



long and provided history which is not why I purchased the book. Chapter 2 was very interesting to

me as it explained the Federal Reserve better than any of my past reading. Chapter 11 was the

most helping, covering past governmental coin confiscation and how one might avoid this if it occurs

again.
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